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New and traditional in wedding 
rites of the population of 

Western Kazakhstan (on example 
of Aktubinsk region)

On the basis of field ethnographic materials the author, and special 
literature explores new and traditional wedding ceremonies in the popu-
lation of Western Kazakhstan on the example of the Aktobe region. It is 
shown that this ritual organically combines the features of the past and 
present, is a common Kazakh and common Kazakhstan features, as well 
as some regional differences. For example, the Kazakhs marriage is carried 
out both in the form of a formal matchmaking, and by «kidnapping» or 
«escape» of the bride. The first form of marriage through matchmaking is 
more common among the East Slavic, mostly European and among other 
ethnic groups of Kazakhstan; second – among the Kazakhs, the Turkic eth-
nic groups or those who adhere to the rules of Islam.

Key words: ethnoses, marriage, wedding, matchmaking, fiance and 
bride, bride kidnapping, escape of the bride.

Қа лыш А.Б.

Ба тыс Қа зақ стан (Ақ тө бе  
об лы сы) тұр ғын да ры ның  

үйле ну әдет-ғұ рып та рын да ғы 
жа ңа шыл дық жә не дәс түр

Ма қа ла ав тор дың да ла лық эт ног ра фиялық зерт теу ма те ри ал да-
ры мен Ба тыс Қа зақ стан, со ның ішін де Ақ тө бе об лы сы тұр ғын да ры-
ның қа зір гі жә не дәс түр лі үйле ну әдет-ғұ рып та ры жө нін де гі ар найы 
ғы лы ми зерт теу кі тап та ры не гі зін де жа зыл ған. Осы үйле ну ге бай ла-
ныс ты салт-дәс түр лер дің ежел гі жә не осы күн гі, жал пы қа зақи лық 
пен елі міз дің әр түк пі рін де гі дәс түр лер мен, жер гі лік ті ерек ше лік те-
рі мен бай ла ныс ты. Мы сал ға, қа зақ тар дың от ба сын құ ру да ғы ре сми 
түр де құ да ла су, «алып қа шу» тү рі не ме се қыз дың «қа шып ке туі» сияқ-
ты. Бі р тү рі құ да тү су, бұл – шы ғыс сла вян эт нос та ры мен бас қа қа-
зақ стан дық тар ға тән бол са, екін ші тү рі қа зақ тар мен тү рік эт нос та ры 
ара сын да не ме се ис лам қа ғи да ла рын ұстана тын дар ға тән.

Тү йін  сөз дер: эт нос, не ке, үйле ну, құ да ла су, күйеу жі гіт жә не қа-
лың дық, алып қа шу, қыз дың қа шуы.

Ка лыш А.Б.

Но вое и тра ди ци он ное  
в сва деб ной об ряд нос ти  

на се ле ния За пад но го  
Ка за х стана (на при ме ре  

Ак тю бинс кой об лас ти)

В статье на ос но ве по ле вых эт ног ра фи чес ких ма те риалов ав то ра, 
спе ци аль ной ли те ра ту ры исс ле дует ся но вое и тра ди ци он ное в сва-
деб ной об ряд нос ти на се ле ния За пад но го Ка за х стана на при ме ре Ак-
тю бинс кой об лас ти. По ка за но, что дан ная об ряд ность ор га ни чес ки 
со че тает в се бе чер ты прош ло го и нас тояще го, имеет как об ще ка-
за хс кие и об ще ка за хс танс кие чер ты, так и от дель ные ре гиональ ные 
раз ли чия. Так, нап ри мер, у ка за хов зак лю че ние бра ка осу ще ст вляет-
ся как в фор ме офи ци ально го сва то вс тва, так и пу тем «по хи ще ния» 
или «бегст вом» не вес ты. Пер вая фор ма бра ка пу тем сва то вс тва ча ще 
вс тре чает ся сре ди предс та ви те лей вос точ нос ла вя нс ко го, преиму ще-
ст вен но ев ро пейс ких эт но сов и сре ди дру гих ка за хс тан цев; вто рая – 
сре ди ка за хов, тюркс ких эт но сов или тех, ко то рые при дер жи вают ся 
норм ис ла ма. 

Клю че вые сло ва: эт но сы, брак, свадь ба, сва то вс тво, же них и не-
вес та, по хи ще ние не вес ты, бегс тво не вес ты.
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The Wedding Rites under study, mostly Kazakh, have been less 
subjected to alterations and prominence has been given to traditional 
moments in these phenomena. Rites and rituals going back to reli-
gious, most Islam and pre-Islam sources are mixed in then. There-
fore, the alterations going on, the further development and interac-
tion of the traditional and modern, of the different ethnographical 
phenomena are of great interest to us.

Wedding Rites and Rituals, as a rule consist of several cycles: 
proposal, preparation for marriage, marriage, marriage itself, and 
post-wedding rituals. 

At the beginning of this century, the Kazakh wedding rites, 
despite the slight regional differences, have been mostly identical 
in their essence. Their further development has preserved many of 
culturally important features. The new Soviet laws and ethnic in-
teraction with the Russian and the Ukrainian people made a strong 
imprint on the Kazakh rites. The traditional elements are being 
transformed now and the processes of transformation are not quite 
similar in different regions of Kazakhstan. 

Nowadays, marriage is being realized in two variants: 1) preced-
ing proposal and wedding ceremony at the groom’s house («kelin 
tusuru toyi»), the same ceremony at the bride’s house; 2) elopement 
of the bride («kaship ketu») or stealing of the bride with her consent 
by the groom and post wedding ceremony at the groom’s house. 

The traditional form of marriage has been widely and fully in-
vestigated in the special literature. According to it, the first is pro-
posal, groom’s relatives send their representatives to the bride’s 
house. The head («bas kuda») is usually the father if groom, the sec-
ond man («bi kuda») is a respected member of the community, elo-
quent and witty. The groom accompanies them as usual. The bride’s 
parents are informed beforehand about the aims of the visit and can 
make necessary preparations [1]. 

The institution of proposal has been subjected to strong altera-
tions; its functions have been changed. Now its task is not to choose 
a bride but to help to achieve mutual understanding of the two sides. 

The arrival of the groom’s representatives is a ritual itself. 
Neighbors take an active part in it, for example which can not be 
stepped over without paying a fine. Or a whip can be hanged like 
this («kamshi bailar»). Previously, the gloom came on horseback 
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with handkerchiefs tied to his whip for presenting 
women who met him. Now, he comes in a car with 
the handkerchiefs tied to it. The ritual of introduc-
tion of some interest too («otka mai kuyu»). 

Two women lead the groom to hearth and they 
pour oil to it, after that he throws money around as 
a ransom. The groom’s men are served a generous 
meal, i.e. the groom is given mutton chest meat, 
symbolizing close relations, since it was accepted 
to greet each other touching breast. The groom must 
do his best to help himself and not forget to pass 
the meat to the others. For example, oil should be 
given to elder brother’s wife, another part should be 
given to the relatives on the bride’s side. At the end 
he pays a ransom. The whole party agrees as to the 
organization of the wedding. After that the groom’s 
side makes a present to the bride’s parents – a bag 
with a sum of money and some trifles. 

Kalim, as a ransom for wife still exists in the 
southern parts of Kazakhstan an the Middle Asia re-
publics. It has been the most necessary part of the 
whole process, sometimes the groom ransomed his 
wife at a heavy price and this rite still exist in some 
changed forms in the southern Kazakhstan and some 
arts of the northern Kazakhstan where the groom 
has to ransom his wife at a horse’s price.

The horse’s parents make dowry for her accord-
ingly to their pocket. It may consist of trousseau, at 
times furniture, home machines, fabrics etc. («kalta 
sipar»). They also pay ransom to the serving people, 
usually it is not expensive rings, bracelets etc. 

When everything is arranged guests gather 
around are served a ritual course – mutton liver with 
oil, which symbolizes agreement, otherwise the 
liver is not served. Now the groom’s relatives are 
to go through an ordeal, they are to eat everything. 
Sometimes guests help them («asatu»). After that 
the birdie’s parents and the guests hold the groom’s 
side to a ransom in cash. If the sum is considered to 
be small, the guests demand more or the former can 
be drawn out, to make fun. So they try to give the 
sum demanded to women who serve the meal. This 
ritual goes back to the ritual games of the past when 
the tribal system existed.

Nowadays, the elopement of a bride is the form 
that quite frequently occurs. In this case, the bride’s 
parents are not responsible for the wedding party, 
limiting themselves to giving a dowry. This form 
has become quite frequent in the other regions in-
cluding the Middle Asia, Altai, Siberia the Cauca-
sus. We firmly believe that the reasons causing the 
adoption of this form are as follows: 1) financial and 
other difficulties; 2) weakening of the family ties and 
growing independence of the young; 3) the parent’s 

dissatisfaction with the choice of their children [1]. 
This independence in marriage, fixed by the Consti-
tution and laws helps to do without many traditional 
rites and unnecessary obligation. If a young man is 
frequent visitor, the bride’s parents are already well 
acquainted with him and try not to be in their way. 
Usually the girl’s friends are taken into confidence. 
When the news is broken, it is up to the groom’s par-
ents to send their excuses with their close relatives 
(keshirim surau) and to organize a wedding when 
excuses are accepted and consent is given. In most 
cases, both sides achieve mutual agreement, when 
the girl confirms her choice and then gaieties of an-
nouncement come.

Adopted forms of marriage are similar both in 
town and the countryside not with standing ethnic 
differences. They are mostly limited to marriage at 
a registry office (any type of municipal government) 
and the following wedding-party. 

Marriage at a registry office can be celebrated at 
a month’s notice. As usual the a month’s notice. As 
usual the wedding-party taken place immediately 
after the registration, but it is entirely a matter of 
choice and circumstances. When the day of the in-
tended marriage is fixed, the young couple makes 
necessary preparations: buy wedding-rings, order 
toilets, send official invitations with photos. Lately 
some elements of the national costume have become 
popular again, such as the tall head dress (saukele), 
a silk or a velvet jacket without sleeves richly orna-
mented. 

The reception takes place in the day-time and 
still contains fully many traditional features and ele-
ments. Guests greet the parents of the young couple; 
friends and relatives are introduced to each other. 
Then the meal is served, usually it is lamb with the 
sheep’s head. By the end of the meal the young 
couple is invited to get the blessing from old men 
(aksakals) i.e. «white beards». In other cases grown-
ups come to the bride’s room to have a look at her. 
In comparison with the rites of the Middle Asia, a 
religious wedding ceremony practically never takes 
place. To conclude the reception, all gather around 
to sing a special song («toy bastar»), usually it is ac 
companied by the music of the national instrument 
(dombra). After that a special prize for the singer is 
brought, usually it is a plate with presents. 

The wedding party itself can be celebrated late 
in the evening. The so-called (jastar toyi) is the 
wedding-party where mostly young generation is 
present, it is not so solemn as the reception, that’s 
why colleagues, neighbors, unknown people can be 
present. In summer the wedding-party is usually cel-
ebrated out-of-doors, in the yard or something; in 
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winter – at a café or a canteen. The young couple is 
met by the special wedding song («jar-jar»), music 
accompanies the song. The young couple is show-
ered with sweets and silver coins which symbolize 
purity, wealth and fertility.

The important part is introduction of the bride to 
the guest («bet ashar»), i.e. showing her face since 
the face of the bride is covered by the veil. A sings 
a song, enumerating her (bride’s) duties and nam-
ing the guests, she knobs after that the veil thrown 
away. It is well-known ritual among the folk of the 
Middle Asia and the Moslem part of the Caucasus 
[2, с. 224]. 

The modern wedding rituals bear both tradi-
tional features and general neutral Soviet features. 
So when questioned ‘In what way would you like 
to celebrate your wedding’– some 60,0 up to 8,17% 
of Kazakhs and 48,3-66,7% of Russian approved a 
modern way of celebrating with some traditional el-
ements.

Together with family, social organization such 
as trade-unions, party sections and the public in gen-
eral take part in organizing the wedding ceremonies, 
parties, provide them with necessities; food, drinks, 
orchestra etc. 

But not we standing many positive sides of these 
phenomena, many negative problems arise. To illus-
trate it, one can emphasize the growing tendency to 
have too magnificent and overcrowded ceremonies, 
putting the groom’s family on the verge of ruin.

As authors stresses, both the Southern and 
Northern regions face the same problem. Unhealthy 
rivalry and excitement keep going up, plans grow 
frenzied but nobody cares for the young couple fu-
ture. The traditional obligatory exchange of presents 
make the cost reach astronomical proportions, be-
ginning with the dresses and ending with cattle. The 
number of kinsfolk reaches 20 men on both sides 
and each person must to given its share. If to take 
into consideration, that Kazakh families are mostly 
large and the other children should marry as well, 
we can what a deadly blow it strikes on the family 
budget [3, с. 99].

When the Russian ethnocaltural traditions are 
being analyzed, it is prominent that their wedding 
rites preserved only some fragmentary elements. 
This regularity has been emphasized in many inves-
tigations in different regions of the country.

As other ethnical groups, the Russian have main-
tained proposal as the most steady from of marriage. 
The groom’s parents and his relatives are to propose 
to the girl’s relatives.

When paying a visit to the girl’s parents, the 
groom’s relatives should bring present for the bride; 
fabrics dresses, sweets and special ritual bread. 
Close relatives on the bride’s side are usually pres-
ent.

The party discuss questions connected with cer-
emony, mutual fees according to the pocket, not 
hurting anybody’s interest, while among the West-
ern Kazakhstan Kazakh a substantial part of fees 
pays the groom’s side. When the agreement is ar-
ranged, the bread is cut and served with salt. The 
same symbol of bread as the basis of wealth, life and 
credit can be seen in other ethnical groups. 

The proposal, as a rule, takes place when the 
bride and groom live in the locality and the families 
are well acquainted, otherwise it is more or even ig-
nored wholly. In this case the wedding loses many 
traditional elements and the ritual is limited to a 
wedding-party.

Together with the proposal, some rituals are 
frequent; such as; the ransom for the demonstration 
of the dowry, the bar at the gate and the house of 
the bride, hiding of the bride, which are aimed at 
making fun and are not connected ritual themselves. 
In their essence, these element are connected with 
‘the transition from matrilocal settlement of wed-
ded couples to patrilocal, when the community or 
patriarchate family was stubborn to scoping of its 
member to the other community’s .

Some other elements maintain still as the meet-
ing of the groom’s parents with bread-and-salt and 
shower of sweets, flowers, coins etc.

The wedding ceremony concludes at the 2nd day 
when guests arrive at the groom’s house in the Eu-
ropean part- at the bride’s house. In other words, the 
tendency to celebrate ritual at the groom’s house 
grows.

To sun it up, modern wedding rites and rituals 
can be characterized by weakening of the traditional 
elements, lost their religious, magic sense, and the 
strengthening of innovations. The national style can 
be seen in the Kazakh way of proposal, some types 
of rituals ransoms, fees, presents, specific songs, etc.

The most important elements of modern wedding 
rites include the so-called civil marriage, that has 
become predominant and superseded the religious 
ones among the Russian the Ukrainian, the Kazakh 
and other groups of population. The marriage is 
registered at the registry office, i.e. by the state, and 
is accompanied by the set of ceremonies; such as 
exchanging of ring, giving certificates, speeches, 
visiting the memorable places, photos etc. 
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